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KSGF Mornings runs from 6am-9am CST.  It is a news-talk program which focuses on issues that the community should be aware of.  The 
program mostly concentrates on governmental issues however, it also covers subjects such as education and how the culture affects our lives.  
Listeners are encouraged to call in and add to the conversations on the topics discussed.

Local  News/Local Government
Host Date Start 

Time
Length Issue Discussed

Nick 
Reed

07.07.16 6:35AM 17min Fulnecky - What are we learning about a new report released by the City of Springfield on 
councilwoman Fulnecky?

Nick 
Reed

07.19.16 7:30AM 26min Tax Increase - What did Nick predict last year about a possible Greene County tax? What is 
the News-Leader saying about a possible tax vote in April of 2017? How will they try to get 
you to pass this tax? 

Nick 
Reed

07.26.16 6:10AM 21min Alamo Drafthouse - What is Alamo Drafthouse saying about Springfield’s liquor law that 
applies to movie theaters?  What is the guy who led up the fight against alcohol in theater’s 
saying?

Nick 
Reed

07.26.16 6:35AM 18min Bestiality - What do we know about a Nixa man who was caught having sex with a cow and 
what did he tell police?

Nick 
Reed

08.04.16 7:10AM 35min Satanic Club - What elementary school in Springfield is being targeted by the St. Louis 
Satanic temple and what is the group requesting?  What does Nick think the ultimate goal of 
this group is?

Nick 
Reed

08.16.16 7:10am 21min Satanic Club - What has Springfield Public Schools announced about a Satan Club at 
Watkins Elementary? What does Nick think this group is trying to do? What is the ultimate 
goal of groups like this?

Nick 
Reed

08.19.16 8:10AM 37min Campaign Donation Limits - The City of Springfield council talking about setting campaign 
contribution donation limits after councilwoman Fulnecky released information about how 
much she has raised so far for Mayor. Would this conversation had come up if it was one of 
their insiders?   

Nick 
Reed

08.22.16 8:10AM 24min Smoking in Springfield - Why was a Springfield man arrested for smoking in the Square on 
Thursday and what did taxpayers have to pay for?  What are your thoughts on what 
happened? How has the role of law enforcement changed over the years? 

Nick 
Reed

09.27.16 8:10am 35min Missouri State Quaterback- Over the weekend social media in Springfield went crazy about 
a story of MSU’s quarterback, Breck Ruddick hitting a dog so hard it broke his jaw. What did 
animal control site him with?
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Nick 
Reed

09.28.16 8:10am 39min Republic Kidnapping- On Friday it was announced there was a child in Republic that claims 
people tried to kidnap them. The Republic Police Department released a photo of people who 
they were looking for to question, but those people ended up being cleared by the police. 
Why are these people upset?

State News/State Government
Host Date Start 

Time
Length Issue Discussed

Nick 
Reed

07.05.16 7:10AM 23min Race for MO Governor - Guest: Ryan Johnson- Missouri Alliance for Freedom. What are 
his thoughts on the race for Missouri’s governor?  What is going on when it comes to 
funding of Planned Parenthood in Missouri?

Nick 
Reed

07.06.16 7:10AM 11min Randles for Lt. Governor- Guest: Bev Randles- Candidate for Lt. Governor. Why is Bev in 
SW MO? What are her thoughts about the FBI announcement on Hillary Clinton, and what 
kind of country do we need to be? What is different between her and her opponent? What 
does Missouri need from a Lt. Governor?

Nick 
Reed

07.07.16 8:10AM 10min Secretary of State - Guest: Jay Ahscroft- Republican Candidate for Missouri Secretary of 
State. What does he think about Comey’s findings on Hillary Clinton? What does he see as 
the biggest problem facing the state of Missouri and why does he think he would make a 
good Secretary of State?  What event is happening today in Springfield? 

Nick 
Reed

07.18.16 6:10AM 38min Republican Gubernatorial Race - What are two recent polls showing about the Republican 
gubernatorial race in Missouri? What makes Nick nervous about these numbers? What 
video showed up on Youtube last week?  What are the polls showing about the Senate race? 

Nick 
Reed

07.18.16 7:10AM 19min Republican Gubernatorial Race- Guest: Ryan Johnson- Missouri Alliance for Freedom. 
How did the NRA endorsements really fall for all four Republican gubernatorial candidates? 
Why is a 4-way race easier than a 3-way race?  What are his thoughts on political ads?

Nick 
Reed

 07.18.16 7:35AM 20min Parsons for Lt. Governor- Guest: Mike Parson- Candidate (R) for Lt. Governor. What does 
Mike Parson think about the current atmosphere in America when it comes to law 
enforcement? What is Mike’s background and why is he running for Lt. Governor of 
Missouri? What is the #1 issue facing Missouri? What does he believe he can do as Lt. 
Governor?

Nick 
Reed

07.18.16 8:10AM 20min Schaefer for Attorney General - Guest: Kurt Schaefer- Candidate (R) for Attorney General 
What are his thoughts on why this race looks so contentious? What is Kurt’s background and 
why does he believe he is the best candidate for the office? 

Nick 
Reed

07.20.16 6:30AM 17min Missouri Gubernatorial Race - What commercials just started airing in Missouri? What are 
the rumors surrounding LG Pac? Why is it important to be able to donate anonymously? 

Nick 07.20.16 8:30AM 15min Home Loans in STL- What is a new study showing about the access to home loans in the St. 
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Reed Louis are for minorities? What is missing from this report? What does Don Carriker think 
about this study and what is ‘availability to repay’? 

Nick 
Reed

07.25.16 6:10AM 39min MO Primary - What email was sent out by Missouri Right to Life?  What is being said 
about donations to Missouri campaigns? If you are rich, and you donate to a campaign?

Nick 
Reed

07.25.16 7:10AM 11min Hanaway for Governor - Guest: Catherine Hanaway- Republican Candidate for Governor. 
What new endorsement has Catherine Hanway received and what does this mean for her 
campaign?  Where is Catherine going to be later today? 

Nick 
Reed

07.25.16 8:45AM 5min Republican Gubernatorial Race - Guest: Ryan Johnson- Missouri Alliance for Freedom
What Republican gubernatorial candidate is being endorsed by the St. Louis Post-
Dispatch?  What is Missouri Right to Life doing with their endorsement? 

Nick 
Reed

07.26.16 7:35AM 19min Greitens for Governor - What new ad did Republican gubernatorial candidate 
Eric Greitens release? What message does Nick have for people who have questions about 
Eric Greiten’s past?  Why is a large donation  to Greitens been questioned and is there a 
campaign finance law being violated? 

Nick 
Reed

07.26.16 8:10AM 22min Randles for Lt. Governor- Guest: Bev Randles- Republican Candidate for Lt. Governor. 
What endorsements did she recently receive? Have things changed on the campaign in the 
last week when it comes to what she’s hearing from Missourians?  What are her thoughts 
about people who get upset about ‘negative campaigning?’ 

Nick 
Reed

07.27.16 7:35AM 10min Greitens for Governor - What are we learning about a lawsuit filed against John Brunner?  
Should the Greitens campaign be excited about this lawsuit? 

Nick 
Reed

07.27.16 7:30AM 19min Republica Gubernatorial Race- Guest: State Rep. Eric Burlison. What is the political 
future for Eric once he is term-limited out and what does he believe is the role of people who 
hold office?  What are his thoughts on the August primary? 

Nick 
Reed

07.27.16 8:10AM 16min Missouri's Primary Race- Guest: Calvin Morrow- CUPA.  What is CUPA and who are they 
supporting for the Missouri August primary?

Nick 
Reed

07.28.16 8:25AM 11min Kraus for Secretary of State - Guest: Will Kraus- Republican candidate for Secretary of 
State. What endorsements has Will received? What does he have to say about being labeled 
as ‘liberal’ when he has won multiple endorsements for being conservative? Where are these 
rumors of him being liberal come from?  What are some of his accomplishments from 
Jefferson City?  What are his thoughts on ballot language?

Nick 
Reed

08.01.16 6:10AM 116min August Primary Election - Nick Reed took phone calls all morning and let listeners talk 
about who they are supporting. 

Nick 
Reed

08.02.16 7:10AM 16min August Primary Election - Guest: Ryan Johnson- Missouri Alliance for Freedom. What is 
Ryan’s thoughts on the Governor and Lt. Governor’s race in Missouri? Where will a watch 
party be held tonight? 

Nick 
Reed

08.02.16 7:35AM 19min Greitens for Governor - Why does Nick have a hard time supporting Eric Gretiens as 
governor and why would he switch political parties?  

Nick 08.03.16 6:10AM 52min Greitens for Governor -  What numbers do have out of yesterday’s primary race? How 
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Reed did Greitens win the Republican gubernatorial race and who took SWMO? Was Greitens a 
Democrat plant to split the true conservative vote? What two things need to happen in 
Missouri elections, and do you have a right to vote in a primary election?  

Nick 
Reed

08.03.16 7:10AM 27min Greitens for Governor - Guest: Rep. Eric Burlison- District 133.  What will 
Eric Greiten’s campaign have to do before the November election?  What is the difference 
between Reagan’s Republican conversion and Greitens’?  What currently make 
Chris Koster more of a Republican than Eric Greitens?  

Nick 
Reed

08.03.16 8:10AM 8min Greitens for Governor - Guest: Ryan Johnson- Missouri Alliance for Freedom.  How does 
Eric Greitens win over the Republicans who didn’t vote for him in the primary?  What are his 
thoughts on what happened in the Republican Lt. Governor Race?  

Nick 
Reed

08.15.16 6:10am 23min Kander for Senate - What does it really mean to be a ‘Washington Insider’ and does 
Jason Kander fit this role? 

Nick 
Reed

08.16.16 6:10am 39min Koster for Governor - What kind of questions does Nick have about Missouri’s Fraternal 
Order of Police endorsement and do they really stand for justice in the state?  Does the 
Fraternal Order of Police really represent the people who protect our streets? Do we reward 
corruption?  What ad did Eric Greitens release this week and will this help him win the 
governorship? 

Nick 
Reed

08.18.16 8:30am 20min St. Louis Voter Fraud - What is the latest on the St. Louis area voter fraud?  Why hasn’t 
America ever negotiated with terrorists?   Why did it take this long for President Obama’s 
vacation to be cut short after this flooding? 

Nick 
Reed

08.22.16 7:10AM 17min Greitens for Governor - Guest: Ryan Johnson- Missouri Alliance for Freedom
What legislator is stepping down from his position and is he joining a lobbying firm?  What 
are his thoughts on the Eric Greitens Bosnia/Croatia issue? 

Nick 
Reed

08.23.16 7:10AM 34min Greitens for Governor - What new ads were released this week in the Missouri 
gubernatorial race? Will Eric Greiten’s presentation win the election?  Is this 
Chris Koster’s race to lose? What advice does Nick have for Greiten’s campaign? 

Nick 
Reed

08.23.16 8:10AM 22min Ferguson - Why has a judge halted the school board elections in Ferguson-Florissant? What 
does the judge believe is unfair? What are the numbers when it comes to the district? 

Nick 
Reed

08.25.16 7:10AM 38min MSU Campus- What is being talked about on the MSU campus when it comes to safety?  
When is something usually considered victim blaming? What did sexual predators say 
they look for when finding a target?  What did these predators say doesn’t work? 

Nick 
Reed

08.29.16 6:10AM 10min Ashcroft for Secretary of State - Guest: Jay Ashcroft- Republican Candidate for Secretary 
of State. What differentiates him from his November opponent?  What does he want from the 
Secretary of State office besides a clean up in the elections process? 

Nick 
Reed

08.29.16 6:45AM 11min Voter Fraud - Guest: Ryan Johnson- Missouri Alliance for Freedom. Who is representing 
the St. Louis politician who is claiming voter fraud?  Why would a group of law enforcement 
officers back a Democrat like Chris Koster?  Why will Greitens have to work hard to defeat

Nick 09.19.16 6:45AM 8min St. Louis Voter Fraud - What were the results from the voter fraud re-election in St. Louis.
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Reed
Nick 
Reed

09.20.16 8:10AM 28min Campaign Donation Limits - In November we are going to have a constitutional 
amendment on the ballot that is asking if you’d like to restrict campaign donations to 
candidates and committees. Nick Reed explains how issues like this actually help incumbents 
to keep their job as politicians. 

Nick 
Reed

09.21.16 8:10AM 41min Constitutional Carry - Guest: Eric Burlison- State Representative District 133 (R). 
Rep. Eric Burlison explains what his job is through the end of the year now that the 
legislative session is over and he is not going to be in office in 2017. Rep. Burlison explains 
what happened at the veto override session and the legislation with Constitutional carry. Nick 
Reed also takes listener calls about the new gun legislation in Missouri.  

Nick 
Reed

09.26.16 7:10am 19min November Ballot- Guest: Ryan Johnson- Missouri Alliance for Freedom. What stands out to 
Ryan when it comes to polling on the Constitutional amendments on November’s ballot.

Nick 
Reed

09.26.16 7:40am 19min St. Louis Voter Fraud- In the 1980’s it was revealed that absentee ballots were being sold, 
so the laws were changed when it came to how these votes are cast.  When it was revealed 
there was voter fraud in the St. Louis area, it was also revealed that absentee ballots were 
being illegally cast. Why are some upset about having to follow the law moving forward?

Nick 
Reed

09.27.16 6:10am 97min November Ballot- Nick details when the next three debates will happen and how the third 
debate will differ from the rest.  What one issue does Nick think Donald Trump was 
absolutely wrong on last night?  What effective thing did Hillary do last night? When did 
Trump loose people?

Nick 
Reed

09.28.16 6:10am 42min New License Plates- Missouri announced earlier this week that we would be getting new 
license places for the bicentennial. Nick, Kortni and Dave talk about what they like and don’t 
like about the plates and how you can vote.

National News/National Government
Host Date Start 

Time
Length Issue Discussed

Nick 
Reed

07.05.16 6:10AM 1hour 
13min

2016 Presidential Race - What did Huma reveal about Hillary’s schedule?  Why are some 
saying Donald Trump’s tweet is Anti-Semitic?  What is Miss Teen USA changing about its 
competition?  What warning is a South American airline giving its employees?  What did one 
business experience when proposing a contract to the state?  When will FBI 
director Comey be addressing America?  What are new numbers showing about the 
presidential primary race voter turnout?

Nick 
Reed

07.06.16 6:10AM 51min Hillary Clinton Emails- What did FBI Director James Comey say yesterday about Hillary 
Clinton’s use of a private server?  Did the federal government rewrite law to make exceptions 
for Hillary? What makes what Hillary Clinton did with her private server different from what 
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Colin Powell did? 
Nick 
Reed

07.06.16 7:35AM 19min Clinton 2016 - Guest: Rep. Eric Burlison- District 133. What are Rep. Burlison’s thoughts on 
the FBI’s decision on Hillary Clinton? What stereotypes work in political advertising? Is 
there a need for what people call ‘negative ads’? 

Nick 
Reed

07.06.16 8:35AM 15min DNC - How much is the DNC spending to attack the Republican party at the Republican 
convention and what might they do?

Nick 
Reed

07.07.16 6:10AM 23min Clinton 2016 - What are we learning about foreign political advisors turning their support 
towards Hillary Clinton?

Nick 
Reed

07.11.16 7:10AM 40min Clinton 2016 - What is Hillary Clinton saying you should do? Should we have to apologize 
to black people? 

Nick 
Reed

07.11.16 8:30AM 24min Clinton 2016 - What happened when Hillary Clinton sat down with Wolf Blitzer?  What is 
going on with a Democrat congresswoman and can you charge her if you didn’t charge 
Hillary? 

Nick 
Reed

07.12.16 6:10AM 40min Dallas Shooting - What did the Dallas Police chief have to say to the press about the people 
protesting?  What is a Houston council member calling for? What is a huge problem in the 
inner city? What is his problem with Black Lives Matter protests in areas like Springfield? 

Nick 
Reed

07.12.16 7:10AM 40min Trump 2016 - What did Ruth Bader Ginsburg say about Trump? Why does James T. like 
Donald Trump? What is Jeb Bush saying about Trump?  

Nick 
Reed

 07.13.16 6:10AM 40min Dallas Shooting - What did President Obama do yesterday at the memorials for the slain 
Dallas officers? What was most scary about Obama’s comments? What was President 
Obama’s plan during this speech? 

Nick 
Reed

07.13.16 7:10AM 13min Loretta Lynch - How many times did Attorney General Loretta Lynch refuse to answer 
questions in yesterday’s hearing?

Nick 
Reed

07.13.16 8:10AM 25min Sanders 2016 - Why are Bernie Sanders fans upset?  

Nick 
Reed

07.14.16 6:10AM 39min Trump 2016 - Who are Trump’s top picks for Vice President and when will we know his 
pick?  What are your thoughts on who should be VP?

Nick 
Reed

07.18.16 7:10AM 19min Pulse Attack - What is the FBI saying about the attack on the Orland Pulse Nightclub? 

Nick 
Reed

07.19.16 6:10AM 21min Black Lives Matter - What did Milwaukee County Sheriff David Clarke say about Black 
Lives Matter?  How did the CNN host try to distract what was happening? Are there agendas 
behind #BlackLivesMatter and #BlueLivesMatter? 

Nick 
Reed

 07.19.16 6:40AM 30min RNC - What is being said last night about being Melania Trump’s speech last night at the 
RNC?  What are Nick’s thoughts on her speech?  What did Nick observe while watching? 
Why did Senator Blunt decide not to go to the RNC? What happened with the rules and what 
do most people forget about the past? 

Nick 07.19.16 8:10AM 18min RNC - Guest: Rep. Eric Burlison. What did Rep. Burlison experience on day 1 of 
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Reed the Republican National convention, and what was his favorite part? What happened when it 
came to the rules being contested and what was pretty obvious from the floor?  Has he 
observed any protestors? 

Nick 
Reed

07.20.16 6:10AM 18min President Obama - What do we know about a speech President Obama made in 2008 and 
what was said when the White House was questioned about this?

Nick 
Reed

07.20.16 7:10AM 11min Fox News - What is going on at Fox News after the lawsuit filed against Roger Ailes by 
Gretchen Carlson?  Who has been pretty silent in this whole thing? What clause is in 
Sean Hannity and Greta Van Susteren’s contracts and why? 

Nick 
Reed

07.20.16 7:30AM 11min RNC - Guest: Rep. Eric Burlison. What speech yesterday really made Eric excited?  What 
baffles him about what he saw in the news about the convention? 

Nick 
Reed

 07.20.16 7:42AM 16min Dallas Shooting - What is Senator Blunt saying about the cop killers from Dallas and Baton 
Rouge?  Does the government need to do more to help Veterans with mental health issues?

Nick 
Reed

07.20.16 8:10AM 20min RNC -  Why is what Stephen Colbert did at the RNC old and boring?  Why did Twitter ban 
for life a conservative?  Who will not be attending the Democrat convention?

Nick 
Reed

07.21.16 6:10AM 19min Trump 2016 - What is being reported about Melania Trump’s speech writer?  What is 
Laura Ingraham being accused of last night? 

Nick 
Reed

07.21.16 6:35AM 19min Hillary Clinton Emails- What are we learning about attorneys in America and the new 
defense they plan to use called the ‘Clinton defense?’ 

Nick 
Reed

07.21.16 7:10AM 18min RNC - What are we learning about a private college in Cleveland? Are we setting up 
America to be the weakest nation?

Nick 
Reed

07.21.16 7:30AM 18min Cruz 2016 - What are your thoughts about what Ted Cruz said last night? 

Nick 
Reed

07.21.16 8:35AM 13min RNC - Guest: Rep. Eric Burlison. What were his thoughts about Ted Cruz’s speech?  Why 
was he impressed by the information the owner of Hardee’s provided?  Where is the Missouri 
delegate section and what observation did he have when Cruz’s speech went sour? 

Nick 
Reed

07.25.16 8:10Am 26min Clinton 2016 - Why did Debbie Wasserman Schultz step down and what announcement did 
Hillary Clinton make? What did Hillary Clinton say on 60 Minutes about Benghazi and what 
would have been a good follow up question? How damning are the emails that were leaked?

Nick 
Reed

07.25.16 8:30AM 27min RNC - What are new numbers saying about Donald Trump after the Republican 
convention?  

Nick 
Reed

07.26.16 7:10AM 19min DNC - What happened on the first day at the Democratic National convention? 

Nick 
Reed

07.26.16 8:30AM 25min Clinton 2016 - What are new poll numbers saying about 38% of Americans saying about 
Hillary Clinton?  What is Tim Kaine saying about Hillary Clinton’s first 100 days of office? 

Nick 
Reed

07.27.16 6:10AM 22min Feminism- Why was Rachel Maddow upset about Bill Clinton’s speech, and does she have a 
right to be upset? 

Nick 
Reed

07.28.16 6:10AM 33min Clinton Emails - What were we told about Hillary’s missing emails, and if this is the case 
then why are Democrats crying treason?  When did the Democrats turn to Russia for help? 
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Nick 
Reed

07.28.16 7:10AM 21min DNC - What difference is there between the two conventions and the speakers at the 
conventions?  What happened when the Democrats were trying to take a vote the VP pick?

Nick 
Reed

07.28.16 7:45AM 10min Racism - What new website has been created for white people who are feeling guilty? 

Nick 
Reed

07.28.16 8:40AM 15min Wikileaks - How many times has Eric Greitens visited the White House?  What are we 
learning about some long-time cast members of Sesame Street?  What has now been released 
by Wikileaks?  What ad is someone running against Paul Ryan?

Nick 
Reed

08.02.16 8:10am 41min Joe Biden - What role does Nick think Joe Biden will play on ‘Law & Order: SVU’? 

Nick 
Reed

08.03.16 7:10am 9min Trump 2016 - What did Donald Trump and his son say about sexual harassment? What was 
he trying to say with his comments?

Nick 
Reed

08.02.16 6:10AM 45min Trump 2016 - Why did Donald Trump call Hillary Clinton ‘the devil’ and were Democrats 
baiting him?  When is it right to call out Hillary? 

Nick 
Reed

08.04.16 6:10am 28min DNC - What is Ann Coulter saying about the ‘Gold Star Father’ who spoke at the DNC? 
Why did the Democrats have this man speak? What have we heard in the past from 
Republicans like Senator Blunt and do Republicans talk out of both sides of their mouth? 

Nick 
Reed

08.04.16 8:10AM 13min Lufthansa Heist- Guest: Daniel Simone- Author of The Lufthansa Heist. What was shocking 
to the people who stole the cash and why was this considered a ‘simple’ crime?  How did this 
heist come about? Was the heist’s portrayal in the movies the same as real life? Has anyone 
been held accountable for this? 

Nick 
Reed

08.04.16 8:15am 30min Taxes - What did Hillary Clinton say about taxes on the middle class?  Why did U.S. Soccer 
Player Hope Solo get booed at the Olympics? What was Greitens theme in the Republican 
Primary and will that have to change now that Democrats are already attacking him?  Why 
was a DC transit officer arrested?

Nick 
Reed

08.15.16 6:30am 22min Riots in Wisconsin - What is happening in Milwaukee? Has the Democrat Party empowered 
people to act this way? If this behavior continues to be legitimized, what could be the next 
progressive step for these ‘protestors?’ 

Nick 
Reed

08.15.16 7:10AM 16min Clinton Emails - What didn’t happen when the FBI talked to Hillary Clinton about her email 
problems?  What will Congress get this week from the FBI? 

Nick 
Reed

08.15.16 8:10AM 20min Anthony Weiner - What are we learning about Anthony Weiner’s latest sexual scandal? 

Nick 
Reed

08.15.16 8:35am 15min Libertarian Party - Guest: David Carr- Libertarian Party Membership Coordinator. What do 
Libertarians really believe and are they just disgruntled Republicans?  What has been the 
challenge inside the Libertarian Party?  What does he say to people to say a vote for a 
3rd party is a wasted vote? 

Nick 
Reed

08.16.16 7:38am 56min Trump 2016 - What did Donald Trump say about his immigration plan?  What reasons do 
people come to the United States?  Why will he never accomplish this goal? How should he 
be marketing his new immigration plan? Why might Hillary Clinton’s schedule have so many 
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holes in it during a presidential race?
Nick 
Reed

08.18.16 8:10am 19min TWA-800 - Guest: Jack Cashill- Author of TWA 800: The Crash, The Coverup, and the 
Conspiracy. How did Jack get involved in investigating the TWA 800 crash?  How many 
people told the FBI they saw something attack the TWA 800 flight? What other evidence is 
there besides eye-witnesses? 

Nick 
Reed

08.18.16 7:10am 24min Obamacare - What was found in a recent Hillary Clinton email dump when it comes to 
Senator Claire McCaskill and Obamacare?  What did she said when she was questioned about 
her email? Who could possibly take on McCaskill in the next election?

Nick 
Reed

08.18.16 7:35am 11min Hillary Clinton’s Health - What is Dr. Drew Pinsky saying about Hillary Clinton’s health 
and her treatment plan?

Nick 
Reed

08.22.16 6:10AM 40min Trump 2016 - What were Democrats hoping Donald Trump’s visit to Louisiana would do, 
and how did their opinions change after they saw the reaction of the people?  What did the 
Homeland Security Secretary say about President Obama’s failure to visit the flooding 
victims? 

Nick 
Reed

08.23.16 7:45AM 7min Clinton 2016 - What photo has the Daily Caller released from a presentation at Fort Leonard 
Wood?  

Nick 
Reed

08.25.16 6:10AM 50min Epi-Pen - What do we know about Heather Bresch, the CEO of Myan?  Why will Democrat 
lawmakers back off of the EpiPen controversy? 

Nick 
Reed

08.25.16 8:10AM 41min Dodd-Frank - How has Dodd-Frank affected community banks in America?  Do we have a 
path to citizenship in America?

Nick 
Reed

08.29.16 6:30AM 9min Anthony Weiner - What are we learning about the latest Anthony Weiner sexting scandal?  
What will Huma do after revelations that their child is in the photo? 

Nick 
Reed

08.29.16 8:10AM 42min Kaepernick - Why did 49ers player Colin Kaepernick say he refuses to stand for the 
National Anthem and what are your thoughts about this? Do Americans see him as a spoiled 
crybaby?  Could this all be a stunt by Kaepernick? 

Nick 
Reed

09.13.16 6:10AM 75 min Hillary Clinton’s Health - What progression has gone on with Hillary’s health and what 
happened on 9-11?  What conspiracy involving Hillary is now circulating? What is Bill 
Clinton saying about Hillary’s health, and what was she quick to say after his interview? 

Nick 
Reed

09.14.16 6:10AM 19min Colin Powell’s Leaked Emails - What has always been one of Hillary Clinton’s major 
defenses when it comes to her leaked emails and a tie to Colin Powell?  What are outlets like 
USA Today focusing on? 

Nick 
Reed

09.14.16 6:35AM 19min Racism - What is rapper Lil Wayne saying about racism in America and what is going on 
with Kaepernick? What have we conditioned the African American community to believe?  
What did Beyonce Knowles sister say happened to her at a concert? 

Nick 
Reed

09.14.16 8:10AM 18min Trump 2016 - Guest: Brittany Wagner- Grassroots director of Missouri Republican Party. 
What is one of the most exciting things about Trump’s childcare program? What makes 
Trump’s plan different from Hillary’s and would it be using tax dollars? 

Nick 09.19.16 6:10AM 28min Trump 2016 - The media is upset about the press conference Donald Trump called on 
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Reed Friday, claiming he Rick-rolled them. CNN was caught editing out part of Hillary Clinton’s 
statement about the New York bombing to make her look better. ‘Four More Years’ was 
chanted at a Hillary Clinton rally when Michelle Obama said her husband’s reign as President 
was almost over. 

Nick 
Reed

09.19.16 7:10AM 14min Convention of States - Guest: Ryan Johnson- Missouri Alliance for Freedom. Ryan is on his 
way to Virginia for a meeting be held by the Center for Self-Governance. He explains what 
this meeting is about, why people might be fearful of something about this, and how a 
meeting like this ties into the constitution.

Nick 
Reed

09.19.16 8:10AM 34min NY/ NJ Bombings - Nick Reed explains the latest on the bombings in New York and New 
Jersey and who the police are looking for. Law enforcement is saying they are still looking 
for the motives behind the Minnesota mall stabbing even though the guy was shouting about 
Allah. 

Nick 
Reed

09.20.16 7:10AM 39min Clinton 2016 - Hillary Clinton yesterday basically is pointing her finger at her rival Donald 
Trump, saying that the attacks on America are all because of what he says. Take a listen to 
Nick’s conversation with listeners on their thoughts on her comments. 

Nick 
Reed

09.21.16 6:10AM 41min Clinton 2016 - Hillary Clinton canceled a fundraiser in North Carolina and didn’t mention 
why. Early voting has begun for the November race in several states. Nick Reed dives into 
why some would want early voting and if it is really needed. 

Nick 
Reed

09.21.16 7:10AM 41min Officer Involved Shootings/ Riots - Nick Reed explains the difference between 
the officer involved shootings in the past week in Tulsa and Charlotte. Hillary Clinton’s 
automatic ‘go-to’ when it comes to officer involved shootings is blaming the white 
person, and yesterday Hillary told Steve Harvey if she is elected President she would speak to 
all whites about their motives.  

Nick 
Reed

09.26.16 6:10am 38min Presidential Debate- Hillary Clinton made several demands for tonight’s debate and most of 
them were turned down. Nick Reed covers what she asked for and what she will get.  Will 
Gennifer Flowers be attending tonight’s debate on the front row as Donald Trump’s guest?  
Nick Reed takes calls from listeners to find out if they will be watching tonight’s debate.

Nick 
Reed

09.28.16 7:10am 41min Presidential Debate- The News-Leader posted an article saying that national and local 
consensus was that Hillary Clinton won the debate. Why does the media do things like this 
when the winner was obviously a toss-up?

International News/ International Government
Host Date Start 

Time
Length Issue Discussed

Nick 
Reed

07.05.16 8:10AM 21min Gay Rights in Canada - What happened in Toronto at a gay rights parade?
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Nick 
Reed

08.03.16 8:30AM 20min Olympics - What are we learning about the Olympics in Rio? Who is calling out Hillary 
Clinton’s comments on Benghazi? How did Obama just make it more dangerous to be an 
American abroad?  

Nick 
Reed

08.18.16 6:10AM 38min Olympics - Why did a Rio judge decided to revoke the passports of several American 
swimmers who claimed they were robbed?  Why is the story a bit confusing?  How much jail 
time is each swimmer facing?  What different scenarios could have lead to this situation?

Nick 
Reed

08.22.16 8:35AM 15min Olympics - What is Colin Powell saying about Hillary Clinton?  What do we know about the 
first person to use the ‘Clinton defense’ after mishandling of classified information?  Why 
was the media so tough on Ryan Lochte?   What is being said about Trumps stance on felons 
voting?

Nick 
Reed

08.23.16 6:10AM 39min Olympics - What did USA Today find while investigating Ryan Lochte’s story about the 
robbery? Was there a weapon drawn on the swimmers? 

Culture/ Philosophy/ History
Host Date Start 

Time
Length Issue Discussed

Nick 
Reed

07.05.16 7:40AM 13min Cub Scouts - How did parents learn that Hooters has sponsored a Cub Scouts camp and 
what involvement did the girls have in the camp?  Was this crossing a line?

Nick 
Reed

07.06.16 8:10AM 18min Goonies - How has childhood changed in America and how did one person learn this by 
watching the Goonies with their kid? 

Nick 
Reed

07.07.16 8:10AM 9min Falling in Love During War - Guest: Bill Lasher- ‘Eve of a Hundred Midnights’. How did 
Bill learn about the story of two WWII correspondents who fell in love?  How did he do his 
research on this book?

Nick 
Reed 

07.14.16 8:10AM 35min Pokemon Go - What has Pokemon Go done that Michelle Obama can’t?  

Nick 
Reed

07.20.16 8:45AM 5min Cattle Baron’s Ball - Guest: Randy Mitchum- Mitchum Jewelers. What piece will be up 
for auction at this year’s Cattle Baron’s Ball and what should people expect from this year’s 
event?  When is the event and how can you get tickets? 

Nick 
Reed

07.27.16 8:40AM 15min Omarosa - What are we learning about Miss Cleo’s death?  

Nick 
Reed

08.23.16 8:40AM 10min Good Morning America - Why is a Good Morning America host being called racist? 

Nick 
Reed

09.13.16 8:10AM 21min Incest - Should parents who have a sexual relationship with an adult child really be in 
trouble? 


